Procurement Operations Service
Scalable expertise that delivers operational agility and cost leadership

Procurement execution is not just a moment in time. It’s a real-time, all-the-time
operation that reflects constantly changing market conditions. No one knows
this better than Jabil. We couldn’t run a business that manages more than
700,000 parts and $15 billion in annual spend without constantly pushing the
limits of procurement innovation. Our experts, intelligence and processes run
24/7/365 to stay on top of immediate opportunities.
Jabil’s Procurement
Operations service
provides customers with:
• A flexible and scalable cost
model that allows you to
scale your procurement
practice as your business
needs change
• Regionalized global
procurement centers that
leverage our 2,000 local
procurement experts
• Processes, including tools,
intelligent technologies and
robotic process automation
techniques that allow
your business to achieve
increased efficiency, flexibility
and cost leadership

Jabil has spent more than 50 years investing in intelligent tools, people and
processes designed to ensure its procurement processes are completed with
the highest-possible level of precision, day in and day out. More than 300 of
the world’s top brands have put their trust in Jabil to meet their cost targets
and get their products to market on time. Now, Jabil is making its procurement
capabilities available to companies in all industries with its Procurement
Operations service.

Precise Execution in Procurement
Jabil’s Procurement Operations service ensures your company’s procurement
success by standardizing processes and automating key transactional
procedures that follow negotiated contract policies. These improvements result
not only in increased efficiency and reduced costs, but also maximize contract
compliance and supplier collaboration.
The service allows your company to outsource some, or all, of its procurement
operations tasks, letting Jabil handle complex processes such MRP execution,
supplier management, and discrepancy resolution. You work with Jabil and we
handle everything else–freeing you to focus on what you do best: innovation.
This also liberates your organization from the constant task of managing
commodity components, allowing you to concentrate on the high-value parts
with the most impact on your bottom line. Jabil takes execution to the next
level with its use of strategically located centralized procurement operations.
Operating with local experts in centralized regional procurement hubs strikes
the balance between maximized efficiency and local execution.
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Jabil's four centralized regional procurement centers interface
with over 27,000 established local and global suppliers

A Process for Procurement Success

• Your procurement costs
are among the lowest in
your industry
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• Processes are standardized
according to industry best
practices and procedures
are automated for
maximum efficiency
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• Proper attention is paid to
procurement details, from
correctly completing
purchase orders to ensuring
goods are received
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• Suppliers are confident in
your ability to meet volume
commitments
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What are the hallmarks
of first-rate procurement
operations?

Jabil’s centralized procurement operation, globally connected intelligent
procurement platform, and internal processes, ensure that orders promised
to suppliers are always executed as agreed. This promotes good relations
with these suppliers, helping Jabil to secure the best pricing and delivery
terms for its customers.
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MRP Execution

Customers gain the ability to focus on core differentiators while Jabil's Procurement
Operations team expertly handles the end-to-end procurement process

Solutions for Your Procurement Challenges
Procurement teams frequently struggle to deal with capacity constraints
and keep up with the rapid pace of today’s commerce. Jabil’s Procurement
Operations service can lighten the load for these teams by taking over tasks
including transaction and order processing (procure-to-pay) and procuring
to a customer’s MRP.
Jabil can also bolster procurement operations with its extensive buying
power and four centralized, regional global procurement centers. This
regionalized expertise, along with our close-knit supplier relationships,
provides efficient operations at a fraction of the cost—with on-time delivery.
The Procurement Operations service also leverages Jabil’s extensive tools,
robotic process automation and intelligent technologies to allow your
business to achieve increased efficiency, flexibility and cost leadership.

Winning at Procurement
Procurement Operations is a mission-critical process that must be done
right every time. By partnering with Jabil’s Procurement Operations
service, your company can ensure its purchasing operations are
conducted with the highest degree of precision day in and day out,
allowing you to meet your cost and time-to-market goals.
Increase the efficiency and reach of your procurement function today
by visiting www.Jabil.com/ProcurementServices
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